About IntelliCentrics
IntelliCentrics was founded in 2007 on the vision that making the world a safer place was all about
letting people in, and every participant could benefit. Since then, we’ve grown into a community of
trusted professionals and facilities working together to create a more efficient and compliant healthcare
experience.

A Better Way
Wouldn’t it be nice if there was a better way to access high quality, individualized healthcare?
IntelliCentrics believes there is. For the last 10 years, we’ve been creating solutions to eliminate virtually
all paperwork associated with how healthcare professionals validate their skills and abilities, which is
essential to practicing high quality care. By transforming the old paper-based system into a technology
solution, costs are lower and medical professionals save time.
We created a single, cloud-based platform to house credentials, digitally. Our platform verifies and
houses practitioners’ credentials as a digital SEC3URE Passport. Locations of care can then validate
credentials online in real time and ensure each practitioner meets compliance standards, all from a
single, trusted source – the SEC3URE platform.

Most Trusted Passport in Healthcare
Every SEC3URE location around the world – more than 10,000 – can access the vast pool of credentials.
While our almost 700,000 subscribers can easily upload their information, be verified and have access to
any SEC3URE location. It’s why the SEC3URE Passport is the most trusted passport in healthcare.
The SEC3URE platform:
▪ Manages the credentialing process
▪ Delivers fast, accurate credentialing
▪ Covers all regulatory body standards
▪ Creates a hassle-free, trusted process to fulfill compliance
SEC3URE Passport holders:
• Upload credentials once online, get verified and have access to SEC3URE facilities worldwide
• Access their profile anywhere, including from the SEC3URE mobile app
• Receive notifications when any requirements need updating
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